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’m a nut for antenna analyzers. I think that they mention another one that I’ve just found out about: the
things a ham can own.
I’ve often wondered why

is antenna analyzer isn’t a kit, but at  seems to be a
good deal. is unit has a frequency coverage of  – 
MHz, and can be used as an antenna analyzer, signal generator, and a scalar network analyzer.

Perhaps it’s because design-

Apparently, this started out as an Arduino project. As

isn’t easy. An antenna analyzer has to have a signal source
as well. Even so, an antenna analyzer doesn’t need a whole
lot of accuracy to be useful, so you would think that more
builders/hackers would tackle a project like this.

Group, there is source code for this project on GitHub
schematic is available on the Union de Radioa cionados
kunena/attachments//Schematic.jpg)

about/kits/) costs about  USD. I actually purchased
this kit a year or so ago, and it looks like a great unit. e
unit seems well-designed, and it comes with a plastic case,
unlike many projects theses days, but I haven’t yet gotten
around to building it.

for all the parts is about , and you can experiment with
the code, if you like. If you have the time and inclination,
this project might be worth taking a hack at.
Another antenna analyzer project from Australia is the

about the blog post in which VKYY describes the project
analyser-project/) is that you can follow his design and
experimentation process.
Yet another analyzer...

.

’m not trying to get a
war started. Or troll for
comments. All I’m really trying to do is help others in our hobby—not just
newcomers—understand
one of the basic concepts of
radio frequency transmission: antenna system resonance. Understand it and use it to their bene t so they
may better enjoy our wonderful hobby.

Now, ponder for a moment all the possible variations of
capacitive and inductive reactance that might be swirling
around from the rear end of your radio, the jumper to the
above-mentioned “kicker,” all the guts inside the amp, the
jumper to the antenna matching device (I’m philosophically opposed to the term “antenna tuner” because you
are NOT tuning the antenna with that box at all!), the
innards of the “tuner,” the feedline, the hank of wire or
aluminum that we call an “antenna,” all the various connectors and insulators and maybe even a balun, your kid’s
swing set, the neighbor’s metal-roofed garage, and even
the sunspot-in uenced stuﬀ God put up in the sky above
ere, I said it. RESONANCE. Notice, though, that you. Gosh, even the dirt in your yard enters into the equaI used the phrase antenna system resonance. I know of tion. And your neighbor’s yard. And all the way beyond
no one using only an “antenna” to send electromagnetic the horizon. All part of your antenna “system!”
waves whirling oﬀ into the sky. ey likely have much
more between the output stage of their nal ampli er
My, my, my. Hard to imagine it would ever be possible
(not just a “kicker” but the ampli er inside your radio) to bring those two forces of reactance to a point where
and the ionosphere. Much more than just what we typi- they perfectly cancel each other out and allow every mically refer to as an “antenna.” And all that stuﬀ in the crowatt of power from your little transmitter to shoot oﬀ
chain aﬀects that eeting Holy Grail we call “resonance.” your antenna, launched in the direction of that highly(By the way, anyone who responds by talking about a prized DXpedition. But it can happen. Not very easily.
“resonate antenna” will be promptly ailed with a length But, technically, it can happen.
of old left-over RG-59 coax! “Resonate” is a verb. “Resonant” is an adjective.)
at’s one of the things you bought that matching
device for in the rst place. You can make it appear to
Let me start the melee with a strong statement: achiev- your radio that you have that perfect resonance out there,
ing a perfectly resonant antenna system is virtually im- stretched between two shade trees or clamped to a mast on
possible. By “antenna,” I mean a transducer—a thingy top of the tower. With those controls on the front of the
that changes one form of energy into another, and for our matchbox, you can adjust its internal components, thus
purposes, we’ll call it an antenna (but I really mean an presenting to your transmitter the exact value of imped“antenna system”) that changes AC current into electro- ance—the two reactances canceling each other out—that
magnetic waves. e system at resonance forms a more- the rig wants to see. (I know. e matching device can go
or-less tuned circuit, which throws in equal doses of in- out there closer to the feedpoint, too, and would work
ductive reactance and capacitive reactance. At resonance, better in many situations, but that’s beyond the scope of
they cancel each other out, leaving only resistance. And this conversation starter.)
I’m talking two kinds of resistance: loss and radiation. For
the purposes of this little conversation starter, let’s ignore
loss—which is not usually a big factor at HF frequencies—and concentrate on the good stuﬀ…radiation resistance, something we all want to conjure up as much of
as we can.
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But just for grins, let’s say Jupiter aligns with Mars and
you happen to cut the antenna perfectly, have precisely
the correct length of feedline, the ground and earthworms
in it present the right amount of conductivity, and Junior’s swing set is exactly the correct distance from the antenna feedpoint. Capacitive and inductive reactance balance beautifully, wiping each other out, leaving only the
good stuﬀ: delightful radiation resistance.
Whooppee! You have achieved a resonant antenna system! e much-worshipped standing wave ratio is 1:1
(Our inane xation on SWR is fodder for another article.
In fact, I wrote one. You can nd it HERE or at my web
site: www.n4kc.com). You are emitting about as much of
your precious RF into space as you possibly could manage, based on the immutable laws of physics.
en you go and do something dumb, like QSY up or
down the band a couple of hundred kilocycles, chasing a
DX station or to talk with a buddy. Aw, heck! e aerial is
no longer resonant. Either Mr. Capacitive or Mr. Inductive have the upper hand. e needle on the SWR meter
sways disturbingly upward. Impedance dips toward zero
ohms or zooms toward the sky, abandoning “50 ohms”
completely. You begin worrying about your considerable
investment in your nice radio.
Aw, in truth it’s probably no big deal on 40 meters or
lower wavelengths. A dipole cut for the middle of the
band on 40 or above will probably still work okay from
one end to the other. But it won’t be resonant. No, it
won’t.
Heaven forbid you try to use that dipole on some other
band that is not an odd harmonic of the one for which
you cut it. Resonant? Not by a long shot. And maybe so
far oﬀ that your radio spits and sparks.
Oh, you might be able to adjust that matchbox so the
radio is ne with everything. But signals suddenly seem
weaker. People ignore you when you call them. You
scream and squawk but the DX stations no longer seem
to hear you. e radio thinks there is a resonant aerial
out there in the backyard, but you and the RF gods soon
know diﬀerent.

“But wait, OM,” you say. “You told us resonance did
not matter. Were you trying to get a ght started after
all?”
Well, I did say that, and maybe I should have clari ed
it a bit. Within reason, resonance is not necessary to communicate with relative eﬀectiveness. e men who went to
the moon used decidedly non-resonant antennas in their
radio communications. Few AM broadcast stations have
truly resonant antennas. ey use capacitors and coils—
sound like that “antenna tuner” on your desk?—to get a
match to their towers/antennas. Only thing is, once they
start transmitting on their assigned frequency and have
everything set, they don’t have to change anything. As opposed to you, you QSYing, band-hopping fool, you. at
is, they don’t have to adjust anything until something else
changes, like the ground system starts to deteriorate.
So why do we work so hard to make resonant antenna
systems if it doesn’t matter?
It actually does, in some cases. Even if you can get your
matchbox to present a lovely 50-ohm load into a tenpenny nail, it will not be nearly as eﬃcient a radiator as
a dipole cut to frequency. You probably want to achieve
something a bit closer to resonance than that!
If you use a feedline that has higher loss when presented
with standing waves, then you would want your antenna
to be a lot closer to resonance. Again, that is true, even
if your lovely antenna matching device seems to have
all that mess worked out. at’s coax I’m talking about,
folks. Handy and pretty as the stuﬀ is, it will not work
nearly as well if presented with a load that is way oﬀ from
50 ohms of impedance.
ere are alternatives. Open-air-dielectric feedline is
the best. Or window line. It’s cheap, virtually ignores
standing waves, and allows you to use one non-resonantin-most-places antenna across a broad part of the radio
spectrum. It has its quirks, too, I’ll grant you. But learn
more and you will see what I mean. e same above-mentioned article talks about this stuﬀ and why it can be an
important part of your antenna farm.
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So here is what I am saying:
1. It is very diﬃcult to achieve perfect resonance in an
antenna system, but it can be done.
2. But is it really worth it?
3. If you do devise a resonant antenna system, once
you venture up or down the band a ways, or you jump to
another band, you are moving farther and farther from
Shangri La. Results may deteriorate rapidly.
4. An antenna matching device can allow you to use
a very, very non-resonant antenna system, but the result
may or may not be a good one.
5. With the proper circuitry (antenna matching components) and a feedline that is not a stickler for resonance,
you can still use a very, very non-resonant antenna with
very, very good results.
6. Learn more about SWR and resonance so you don’t
become a slave to them, but so you can manage them in
such a way that you get the results you want.
Look, maybe you are one of those guys who camps on
one frequency on one band all day every day. Fine. Get
that dang antenna as close to resonance as you can. Do
not invest in a matching device. Feed it with coax. And
knock yourself out. Brag that you don’t believe in “antenna tuners.” “I only use resonant antennas!” you expound.
Good for you, Chief. Enjoy that narrow little sliver of
spectrum while the rest of us it about across a broad
swath of the shortwaves, chewing rags and nailing DX.
See, we want to get a taste of every cycle of spectrum we
have available to us. Few of us are able to put up a couple
of dozen “resonant” antennas to do so. (To be fair, with a
decent multi-band antenna like a hexbeam or fan dipole
and enough dipoles to cover 160 through 30, I gure you
could get by with six or seven antennas without being too
far oﬀ resonance. A trap vertical could probably cover 160
through 10, but it ain’t gonna be resonant in many places
on some of those longer wavelengths! Some guys even sell
multi-band, no-radials-required verticals, but good luck
lling your logbook using one of those.)

Fact is, many of us prefer not spending all our operating time worrying about “resonance.” Or dgeting about
standing waves. Wringing our hands as we glare at the
SWR meter.
We’d much rather learn how to manage these things,
take advantage of the science, and apply it so we can have
a perfectly wonderful experience every time we throw the
“ON” switch.

.

Besides, learning and experimenting with this stuﬀ is
where a lot of the fun happens anyway.

was born on August 25, 1940
in Lansing, Michigan and have
three younger sisters. After high
school, my Dad worked as an industrial and residential painter. In
the 1950s, he took employment
in the US Postal Service, rst as
a clerk and later as a rural carrier.
My Mother was a homemaker, and
back then, life was centered on family, school and church.
In 1943, when I was 3 years old, just before my Dad went
into the US Army Air Corp, he moved my Mom, my
baby sister, and I to a half-duplex in Leslie. A few years
later, in 1946, he bought my grandparent’s home just
around the corner from the half-duplex and I lived there
until I entered college. In 1958, I graduated from Leslie
High School and began my college career at MSU that
same year. I graduated from MSU in December of 1963
and I was not only a true Spartan, but by graduation day
I was married, had a son and a full-time job!
My interest in Radio all began when I discovered the
“other bands” on our family’s console radio, and started
having fun listening to the various short-wave transmissions. I soon began to rebuild old receivers and enjoyed
that immensely. One day, a neighbor mentioned that I
could get a “Ham Ticket” and talk with those folks I was
listening to. He sent me to another neighbor, Jim K8LTJ,
who became my Elmer. I was 19 years old when I got
my Novice License with 5 wpm and I got my Technician
license, which you could do back then. Pete Gosset gave
me the Novice and Tech exams at his radio shop, which
he ran with Chuck Richardson on Mt. Hope Ave. in Lansing. I now hold an Extra Class License, which I took in
Detroit. ere were no VE’s back in those days...the exams were given by FCC staﬀ and there were no multiple
guess questions.
e main transceiver in my shack is a Yaesu FT-1000D.
I also have an ICOM IC-706MKIIG, which serves my
VHF and UHF needs, and allows me to listen to the AM
& FM broadcast bands. My ampli er is an Alinco AL1200. My Antennas consist of C4XL for 40, 20, 15 &
10 meters and also works on the 17 and 12-m bands; six

elements on 6-m and a two element 15-m Yagi. For 80/75
meters, I have a broadband dipole as described by Frank
Witt, AI1H in QST, and the K8SYL Dipole that covers
75 and 10-m, as described in the August 2007 QST. If
asked what my favorite band is...that is a hard one, but I
would have to say the 15-meter band. I built many kits
and “from scratch” radios. I even built my rst novice
transmitter according to plans in the ARRL Handbook.
at one-tube unit was not very eﬃcient, I had to wait
until late at night, and activity was low before I made any
contacts. But it did work!
I have always enjoyed DX and Contesting and it was especially fun from Ecuador. e mountains and the equator make for an excellent radio-operating location. One
of my favorite experiences on CW was when I was living
in Quito, Ecuador where I held the call HC1CW (it has
since been reissued). I pointed the quad at southeast Asia
and listened on 20-m CW. Sure enough there was my
friend, Maurice (Morris) calling for me. He was signing
VS5MC/MM. Maurice was recently recovered from the
British Signal Corp. and was working for the Sultan of
Brunei. In our short QSO, he told me that he was aboard
an LST (Landing Ship, Tank) and they were heading for
the Spratley Islands. en he sent, “Oops big guns. QRT.”
Amateur Radio is all about service and one of my favorite memories of helping goes back to the 1960s and
the Sabin Oral Sunday program in which oral polio vaccine was distributed to the public from schools across the
country. CMARC provided communications and I was
stationed at a school in East Lansing. My sweetheart Sylvia came and kept me company.
I met my wife “to be” at my best friend’s birthday party
in September of 1957. Sylvia and her two older sisters
had come to Leslie from Lansing to attend Mel KD8LL’s
party. ings clicked and we were married on
September 9, 1961 at the (then) Calvary EUB church on
Pennsylvania just south of Mt. Hope Ave. We have two
sons and our youngest one is N1DSF. We have one granddaughter, who is 21 years old and in her fourth year at
Grand Valley State University where she is studying to
be a nurse. My wife Sylvia is an Amateur Radio Operator
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too, and is K8SYL. (My Dad, LeRoy Hutchinson was a
novice, WN8AAW(?). He dropped out before the license
expired.)
In my lifetime, I have worked in broadcast engineering,
IBM, 2 times in radio and for the last 20 years of employment at ARRL. At the League, I was a Technical Editor
and Manager. You can see that radio played a big part in
my employment record. I have been retired since 2001
and Sylvia and I are Life members of ARRL. She is also
a member of TASYL (e Auto State Young Ladies). Besides Ham radio, working on Computers and the Internet
seem to take most of my time these days. You can check
out my website at: http://k8ch.net; and blog at:
http://secondaryrds.com
If asked if I had any words of wisdom regarding Amateur Radio, I would reply, “Enjoy Amateur Radio, but
don’t let it run (or ruin) your life.” Furthermore, I would
like to say that CMARC has a long and proud tradition
of service to the community and to fellow hams and I’m
glad to have been a part of it! By the way, I read in the
August 2013 SCOPE that Ken W8AAX is a member of
the Greater Lansing DX Group. He and I were among
the founders of that group. One of the requirements was
members had to also belong to CMARC. e founders
did not want to be in competition with CMARC, but
rather to enrich our membership.
ere, now that we have become a little better acquainted, “What’s My Sign?” My Callsign is K8CH and
my name is Chuck Hutchinson. Some of my former Callsigns were K8UDJ, TI2DX and HC1CW.

.

[Author’s Note: Chuck responded to my “What’s My Sign?”
questionnaire a couple of years ago and I’ve just gotten around
to publishing it because it sorta got lost in the shuﬄe of all
the others that responded to the questionnaire. I’m now very
happy to have shared it with you and I hope you enjoyed it!]

he 1st week in September marks the
start of school for many students
across the country. Michigan State
University has an event every year at the
beginning of the fall term to highlight the
many clubs and student groups that the incoming freshmen can be a part of on campus. It’s called “Sparticipation”. is year
W8SH set up a portable “Field Day” style
station to attract students and Hams to the radio club. We had
a PSK31 station running entirely on a 12-volt deep cycle battery. With a “homebrew” 2x2 mast we had a 20 meter dipole up
about 25 feet. Good thing we had our antenna mast supported
by orange colored rope. ere was over 8000 incoming students
plus a few more upperclassmen in attendance. We hadn’t any
idea it was going to be “SO BIG!” Several students signed up as
interested in getting a license, and we found two already Hams
mixed in with the incoming “Frosh”.
We were also treated to a special visit from two ARRL staﬀ
members Katie Allen WY7YL, and Sean Kutzko KX9X. ey
were at MSU to take a look at our radio club and meet with
Scott Westerman W9WSW to investigate new ways to market
Amateur Radio to a new generation of potential hams. We also
had fun with them visiting the W8SH shack. e weather was
warm and sunny and everyone had a good time.
We were fortunate to be able to have dinner with our ARRL
guests the next night. It was very informative and enlightening
to listen to what they had to say about the problems, ideas, and
solutions that other radio clubs across the land are facing today.
ey also were able to interact with a couple of the current student club members to listen to their thoughts and ideas about
Ham radio today. All too soon, the evening was late. We said our
73’s and wished them well.
anks to everyone who helped out during this event.

.

Be sure to pay attention to ensure that if writing your
Senators, that you send letters only to your Senators.
While the list of your congressional representatives on
the ARRL website includes both congress-persons AND
Senators, please be sure to choose the Senators for letters
directed to members of the Senate, and the same for
Representatives.

Amateur Radio Parity Act of 2015
Note: is information was also published last month, but
needs to be revisited as we still need to press our Representatives and Senators to support HR 1301 and S 1685.
US Senator Roger Wicker (R-MS) introduced S 1685 on
June 26, with Senator Richard Blumenthal (D-CT) as
the original cosponsor, into the US Senate.
e wheels of Congress turn with help of communication from constituents. Without our guidance and
direction to tell our representatives what we want them
to do, they try to do their best but amateur radio regulations are not high on their list of concerns. It is up to us
to advise them that those regulations are high on our list
and we would like them to support our legislation.
As you know, the House of Representatives version is
known as HR 1301 and it currently has 95 co-sponsors.
Michigan is fortunate in that four of our Representatives
have signed on as co-sponsors of HR 1301 (Walburg,
Huizenga, Bishop, and Benishek). If your Representative
is not one of these four, consider sending a letter to him
or her asking for their support and possibly co-sponsoring HR 1301. If your Representative has not yet signed
on as a co-sponsor, sending them a second letter requesting their support is not a problem. If your representative
is one of the four MI co-sponsors, please send them a
letter thanking them for their support.

e most eﬀective method of contacting your Representative or Congress-persons are: By routing your letter(s)
through the ARRL either by snail mail or by signed
letter converted to a PDF le and emailed.
Correspondence will be sorted at ARRL Headquarter
and hand delivered to the appropriate US Representatives and Senators. We suggest that you follow the
instructions on the aforementioned ARRL web page.
A sample letter is available for you to download and
customize with the Senator or Representative’s name and
address and your name and address, print, sign and send
to the ARRL for hand delivery in Washington.

Michigan Section Traﬃc/ARPSC Nets (All
times Local)
MACS - MI Amateur Communications System 3.952
1000 Daily
UPN – Upper Peninsula Net 3.921 1700 Daily; Noon
Sunday
MIARPSC – MI Amateur Radio Public Service Corps
3.932 1700 Sunday
QMN – e Michigan Net 3.563 1830 and 2200 Daily
MITN – MI Traﬃc Net 3.952 1900 Daily

Now the focus takes a new direction: Contacting our US
Senators asking them to support and consider co-sponsoring S 1685. is makes our work a bit easier than
it was with our Representatives in that every citizen in
Michigan has the same US Senators: Senator Debbie
Stabenow and Senator Gary Peters. ARRL members are
urged to contact their members of Congress in both the
House and the Senate, asking them to sign on to the
bill as cosponsors. Complete information is available on
the ARRL website at http://www.arrl.org/amateur-radio-parity-act.

MIDTN – MI Digital Traﬃc Net 3.583 (Olivia 8/500)
in waterfall 2000 Tues, urs, Sat
D8EN - District 8 Emergency Net 3.909 Wed 2100
GLETN – Great Lakes Emergency and Traﬃc Net 3.932
2000 Daily

